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Navigating Political Risk and Opportunity
By Gregory Bowes, Co-founder and Managing Principal,  
Albright Capital

Emerging markets (EMs) are essentially defined by their 
volatility and inefficiency, yet many EM private investors fall 
victim to those phenomena rather than capitalizing upon 
them . At nearly 60% of global GDP, EM private markets 
offer obvious opportunities, but prevailing approaches 
have struggled to unlock them .

Brazil exemplifies how quickly EM countries fall in and out of 
favor—overly crowded and expensive in 2001, more attrac-
tively valued in 2017 after a currency devaluation, credit 
crunch and corruption scandal . Never as rosy or as dire 
as market perceptions, Brazil, like most countries, is on a 
gradual upward trajectory, with intermittent crises providing 
renewed impetus for important structural reform .

Our colleague, former U .S . National Security Advisor 
Samuel “Sandy” Berger, said, “For Albright Capital there 
are no country green lights or red lights, there are yellow 
lights everywhere.” Since many EM private investors tend 
to overweight strategic top-down country or regional 
assessments, his admonition was among our differentiating 
founding principles . 

Albright Capital offers the following observations on navi-
gating political risk and opportunity .

Seek opportunities that solve real social, economic and 
development problems. The best EM private market inves-
tors have always been “impact” investors . Solving important 
problems is the single best way to reduce political risk .

Avoid assets of strategic interest to host governments. 
The various ways investors can be hurt when owning stra-
tegic assets are fairly well understood conceptually . The 
problem is identification of strategic assets ex ante requires 
a keen understanding of the objectives and political climate 
of individual countries and respective governments . 

Avoid chasing GDP growth. However counterintuitive, 
there is no empirical correlation between GDP growth and 
equity returns . Current valuations embed future expecta-
tions and growth is usually financed by dilutive subsequent 
rounds of capital . 

Be wary of “summary judgment” of any given country. 
Rating agencies posit that no company can have a higher 
rating than the associated sovereign . Those with the 
capacity for quality independent research recognize that 
this is not always true and seek excess returns from good 
companies in bad zip codes .

Don’t get locked into a single jurisdiction. The absorptive 
capacity of any given emerging market, especially any 
frontier market, is limited . Yet the industry remains 

predominately comprised of country or regional funds, 
making it very difficult to effectively consider and resolve 
currency and other tactical macro risk factors . Pre-ordained 
deployment quickly becomes adverse selection . Moreover, 
many of the best opportunities are “pan-EM” in nature, 
solving the same problem for many countries, not just one . 

The following Albright Capital portfolio companies offer 
illustrative examples . 

APR Energy (APR) has delivered over 4.2GW of fast-track 
power to over 30 countries, including many frontier markets. 
Given the uncertainty and long lead times associated with 
developing permanent power generation infrastructure, 
the alternative is the intolerable social and economic costs 
associated with no power at all. APR also enables increased 
reliance on renewable power by delivering necessary grid 
stability. Political risk? APR has always been paid in full. 

Helios Towers Africa (HTA) owns and operates over  
6,500 cell towers, helping to provide crucial digital 
connectivity to the populations of Tanzania, Ghana, 
Democratic Republic of the Congo and Congo Brazzaville. 
Enabling private sector mobile network operators to share 
the fixed costs of cell towers involves less political risk than 
operating infrastructure based on direct contractual or 
licensing relationships with host governments. 

A uniform, resource-intensive, centralized underwriting 
process, with each individual opportunity held to the 
highest global standards, offers the prospect of more 
effective global navigation and more discriminating asset-
level selectivity . While prevailing approaches start with the 
strategic country or regional selection, our first stage is a 
“bottom-up micro” assessment . Our second stage examines 
a variety of “top-down macro” issues, with overriding 
concern for how that specific asset or business relates to the 
objectives of the host government and society at large . 

Sandy Berger understood that lofty assertions of 
any given country’s growth potential and alluring 
demographics, in and of themselves, do not constitute 
a sound investment thesis . Successful investments must 
be anchored by an exceptional management team hyper-
focused on executing a particular business plan to fill an 
identifiable void in the marketplace .

Founded in 2004, Albright Capital is an independent investment 
advisor focused on global private markets with significant em-
phasis on infrastructure, infrastructure services and real assets in 
emerging and frontier markets. albrightcapital.com

https://www.albrightcapital.com
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“The best EM private market 
investors have always been ‘impact’ 

investors. Solving important 
problems is the single best way to 

reduce political risk.”
Albright Capital portfolio company APR Energy.


